


S
outh African designer Laduma Ngxokolo attracted global attention with Maxhosa 

by Laduma, a knitwear label imbued with references to Xhosa beadwork and 

traditions. Now, Ngxokolo has reinterpreted the patterns for the home in a series of 

rug concepts that can be modified to client specifications. “I follow a form-follows-

function approach to design, but also I find all various means to create,” he says. “I am 

inspired by many things, and I listen to my intuition in designing.” maxhosa.co.za
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Performance technology meets artisanal embroidery 

technique in Lattice, part of the Xorel Vue architectural 

textile line from Carnegie. “We see designers using the 

Xorel Vue textiles as a new way to artfully divide space,” 

says Heather Bush, Carnegie’s executive VP of creative. “It 

delivers a more humanistic feeling to an interior, whether in 

an open office, lobby, or waiting or meeting rooms.” Made 

from Cradle to Cradle Silver–certified Xorel yarn, the lightly 

transparent line offers a tactile alternative to hard surfaces 

and woven textiles. carnegiefabrics.com

With the Color Study series, custom dye-to-

order bedding brand Flaneur embraces a 

loose take on color. The Form Study in blue 

draws inspiration from Henri Matisse, Chinese 

ceramics and vintage European film posters, 

but the hue is only the beginning—designers 

can think of the series as a template to drop 

in their own colorways, cofounder Tianjiao Yu 

says. “The really cool thing is it’s a paint, not 

a print,” says Yu. “Even in a set, they talk to 

each other—they’re done in the same style, 

but they’re not the same.” hiflaneur.com

“Design is all about how you live your life—from the clothes you put 

on to the furniture you sit on,” says fashion designer Peter Som, who 

brings his sophisticated eye to interiors with a collection for furniture 

startup The Inside. Referencing Color Field painting, classic menswear 

and even his own runway prints, the line includes mix-and-match 

essentials from screens to seating to accessories. “Now, more than 

ever, the traditional boundaries are gone,” Som says. “It’s truly about 

lifestyle living.” theinside.com

The beauty of Porter Teleo’s wallcoverings lies in the 

artist’s hand. Created by artist Kelly Porter and interior 

designer Bridgett Cochran, patterns like Sketch begin 

as drawings tweaked until they’re hand-painted or 

hand-printed on Japanese paper with artist-quality 

pigments. “Each roll is painted by one of our artists, 

making it different from the next,” Porter says. “This 

time-honored process yields the most stunning and 

ornate overall effect; that sets us apart from the rest.” 

porterteleo.com
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Richard Smith brings a world of inspiration to Eighty Days, his 

latest collection for No.9 Thompson. Color and techniques from 

India, China, Sri Lanka and Thailand inform fabrics like Dragon 

and Peony, a mash-up of prints drawn from antique fabric 

hangings, in a designer-friendly design that can be customized 

and cut to create dynamic accents. “It’s so good for designers 

to be designers,” Smith says of the collection’s mix-and-match 

appeal. jimthompsonfabrics.com

As with the Ferrari that inspired it, movement and luxury are at the heart of the Dino 

sofa by ATRA. Drawing from creative director Alexander Díaz Andersson’s background 

in automotive design, the tufted sofa reveals itself from every angle. “Everything in our 

collection is designed to stand on its own in the middle of the room,” managing partner 

James Williams says of the line, customizable from the brand’s Mexico City studio. “The 

sofas are meant to be admired, but also enjoyed.” atraform.com  —Heather Corcoran
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